CSCI 291 - Game Development, 3 Credits, CRN 35098

Lecture: Tues - Thurs, 9:30-10:45, Main 205 Computer Lab

Prequisites:  This course requires programming experience such as CSCI 135 Intro to Computer Science or equivalent (or consent of instructor).

Outcomes:
  Students will have implemented game aspects such as:
    - 2D graphics and animation
    - Physics engine & collision detection
    - Sound and music
    - Artificial intelligence
    - Multiplayer principles

  Students will have implemented game design principles such as:
    - Challenge/reward
    - Conflict
    - Immersion
    - Game design structure
    - Asset development
    - Multimedia

Grading Criteria:
	Your grade will be based on several in-class participation assignments and 3 projects.  The in-class assignments are individual assignments, but you may pair up for the projects if you wish.  In-class assignments will be checked-off in class.  For projects you must turn in both hard and soft copies.  Grading is roughly as follows, subject to change:

	 - In-class assignments: 30%
	 - Project 1: 20%
	 - Project 2: 20%
	 - Final Project: 30%

The final project consist of several different parts due at different times during the semester.  For example, the Game Design Document will be due part-way through the semester so that it can be reviewed before coding starts, whereas the finished game will be due at the end of the semester.  However, all parts will be graded together as part of the final.

In-class assignments:
	These will be given out periodically throughout the semester and should be completable using only class time.  It is our goal that these assignments are relatively straightforward and will typically be due at the end of the next lecture day.  Short topics may include an assignment given out every day, whereas longer topics may require an additional day before the next topic is assigned.  
	How this might work, hypothetically, would be that we introduce a new topic in lecture on say a Tuesday and make the assignment due by the end of class on Thursday.  This gives some class time on Tuesday and all of Thursday to finish.  However, if the topic is simple we may move on to the next topic on Thursday, with its associated assignment due the following Tuesday.
	Show up to class!  If you plan ahead to have assignments done ahead of time then you should be safe to miss a lecture if you need to.  However, you will find the class much easier if you attend lecture, and you will have to do fewer assignments outside of class.  Some parts of the class build on previous parts so it is important not to miss class.

Project 1:
	The first project will be a simple game based on a one or two sentence pitch that demonstrates a game loop with basic graphics and event handling.

Project 2:
	The second project may build on the first project or it may be entirely new.  In addition to the elements of Project 1 it also needs to incorporate a simple Game Design Document as well as real-time gameplay, some kind of story, animated sprites, collision detection and/or rudimentary physics, sound, and a menu.

Final Project:
	The final project should demonstrate most of the topics of the class.  It will not necessarily be comprehensive so that you will have flexibility in choosing the type of game you create.  For instance, if you want to make a board game then you will likely not have any physics, but because of this you will need to put extra effort into other topics.  The details of the final project will be given later.

Note on working in pairs:
	Pairing up has the advantage of sharing the workload, but the possible disadvantage of sharing the grade.  It is important that in paired assignments both students do roughly half of the work.  Realistically one may do more work than another for part of an assignment, but on the whole it should average out to half.  You may change partners during the semester if you want.  A possible reason for switching would be that you are doing much more (or much less) than half of the work.

Textbook:
	No textbook.

Software:
	All assignments except for the final project will be done in Java, so you will need an IDE of some kind, we highly recommend Eclipse.  If you want you may do the final project in a different language, but be aware that significant effort may be required to port code if you want to reuse code that you wrote earlier in the class.

Final Exam:
	Psyche!

Late Assignments:
	 - In-class assignments will be done in-class, no make-ups or late assignments accepted.  Show up to class!
	 - Projects will be deducted 10% for every day they are late, capped at 50%.  Just as in real life, you must meet you deadlines!

Instructor Information:
	 - Matt Morris: mfmorris@mtech.edu
	 - Zach Wormgoor: zmwormgoor@mtech.edu
	 - If an official or lawyer asks for the course instructor, direct them to Frank Ackerman, fackerman@mtech.edu, office in the MUS building.

Statement on Academic Dishonesty:
	Do your own work!  By now you should know what this looks like, i.e. getting help about a concept from a website or fellow student is okay (and encouraged), copying code from a website or fellow student is not.  The first infraction will result in a grade of zero for the assignment for all parties involved, the second will result in a zero for the course.

Rough Semester Outline:						
	Syllabus handout, induction, game loop	
	Entities, sprites, animation
	Controls and events, user interface
	Game logic, timing (real time vs. turn based)
	Concepting (challenge & reward, feasibility and scope, style of play, etc.)
	Game design document
	Physics (collision detection, kinetics)
	AI (tracking, pathfinding, NPC state machines)
	Multimedia (sound effects, music, video)
	Multiplayer (structuring game loop for multiple players, hotseat, networking)
	Files (save/load, high score list, etc.)
	Game development process (design, development, production, release)
	More topics of interest as time allows

